**FROM THE EDITOR**

Welcome Back...

Big shout out to the APC Board for approving a digital version of Pointer Points. The magazine will be published two-times per year, covering the National Specialty and the National Championship Field events. The magazines will be published on the APC website as downloadable PDFs so you can read the issue at your leisure or print out if you wish.

Thank you, to all who contributed to this issue with write-ups and photos. A special thanks to Susan Savage for organizing everything and helping me bring this first digital issue to life.

The next issue will feature coverage from the National Championship held on October 5-9, 2022. If there is something you would like to contribute, please feel free to contact me at pointerpointsmagazine@gmail.com

There will be NO advertising offered at this time, but who knows what the future brings. In the meantime, please enjoy our first digital edition.

Theresa M. Lyons, Editor
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**Show Chair Report**

By Marjorie Martorella, President & ’22 Show Chair

The 2022 National is now a wrap. The week started with the Field events in AG Preserves in Glennville, GA. The committee headed by Tracy Black did a great job. Ash Oldfield worked magic to get the use of the field grounds at AG Preserve. She also took care of getting the birds for the trial. The lunches and dinner were exceptional. A successful auction was held with Edwin Shupp acting as the auctioneer.

Unfortunately, it was quite warm on Monday for the field trial and most of the dogs went birdless. The weather was a bit cooler on Tuesday for the hunt tests and several dogs did find birds. The grounds were beautiful as was the club house.

Tuesday evening in Perry started with Rachel Murphy organizing an impromptu “Taco Tuesday” for all Pointer people. I was unable to attend but heard it was a great success. I want to thank Rachel for doing this as it started the week on a positive note which was evident for the rest of the week’s activities.

Wednesday was dedicated to Agility. Unfortunately, none of the Pointers qualified. There was a nice entry in Pointers in conformation judged by Jamie Hubbard. The BOB Pointer went on to place in a very strong Sporting Group with lots of support from APC members. That evening we had a Welcome Party. Danny Seymour outdid himself. A wonderful spread was offered. Megan Vos had Welcome Bags for everyone.

On Thursday, we considered the Obedience Trial as qualifying for the National. There were entries in Beginner Novice A, Beginner Novice B and another in Novice B. All qualified.

The Breed competition started with Julie Pullan judging Sweepstakes classes. We supported the breed entry with Valdosta KC and Doug Johnson was the breed judge. He had a lovely entry of Pointers.

On Friday we dedicated the Rally Classes as qualifying for the specialty. Megan Lane judged our Futurity and Maturity classes. The conformation classes were judged by Charlie Obis. He had a very nice entry of 88 Pointers. His BOB winner went on to a group placement in a strong group, again cheered on by APC members.

That afternoon we had a Judges Seminar headed by JEC, Danny Seymour. There were several judges in attendance and after the classroom presentation, we went back to our ring for the “hands on” portion of the seminar. It was encouraging to hear the reasons for the choices each judge made in placing the 7 Pointers. Their explanations were detailed and let’s hope we will have some well-prepared future Pointer judges.

The annual meeting was held Friday evening and a quorum “plus” was obtained showing interest in club affairs. In addition to the review of the program of work, several reports of interests were presented by various Board members as well as discussion items from the floor.

Saturday was the day we were all anticipating. Just as Steve Herman was beginning to judge, the heavens opened up with a deluge of rain and also some thunder. Thank goodness we weren’t outside as it would have been a disaster!

That evening we enjoyed a lovely dinner and a fun
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auction with Dennis Brown being the auctioneer. Everyone seemed to have a pleasant evening wrapping up a busy week of activities. You can see all of the results in this issue.

Now I want to thank all of the people who made this National a success: Ash Oldfield who made our ring look beautiful with the fabulous silk flowers. Claire Abraham was assistant show chair and she pitched in wherever needed and always with a smile. She also had the club’s square and used it for apparel sales as well as at the auction on Saturday evening. Annie Westermann and Karen Mays were our Stewards and they kept things moving smoothly for our judge. Jane Johnston and Lillian Wittenberg did a great job with the apparel, again, Dennis Brown was auctioneer extraordinaire and was assisted by Richard Rogers. Incidentally, Richard housed all of the items from the ‘21 National as due to a severe storm that auction was cancelled. Thanks to Maggie Platt, Sarah Terns and Claire Abraham for keeping track of the items people bought at the auction.

We had to scramble to find tables for all the fabulous baskets that Jean Smith put on display for the Basket Raffle. It was truly amazing. Jean also designed the National logo. It was lovely and looked great on the apparel. Maggie Platt also had the tent/cooler and chair raffle that was very desirable for many.

Theresa Lyons also offered her professional talent to help design ads for the catalog. Claire Abraham sold catalogs and will be mailing them to those who so requested. Maggie Platt chaired the companion events. Additionally, she and Sarah Terns were tellers at the GM meeting. Karen Spey was the banquet chair, a job she excels in. Diane Townsend displayed the beautiful ribbons as usual. Lydia Frey was our trophy chair, Danny was JE Chair and also did the Welcome Party, Megan Vos did the Welcome Bags, Lee Ann Stagg was the Futurity Chair. Special thanks to Susan Savage who did the Premium List and compiled all the information for the catalog, made sure everything was constantly updated on the website and many other fine points that it would be impossible to cover everything she did.

I have to say that I felt this national was very different from others. Everyone was getting along and helping each other. The camaraderie was apparent. I also heard people commenting on how tired they were of the small minority that are always complaining and finding fault with everything. I hope this continues as the future of this club depends on it.

Annual Meeting
After a two-year delay due to Covid 1 I was really looking forward to judging Sweepstakes and it did not disappoint! The overall quality of my entry was outstanding. Thank you to all who entered their beautiful Pointers.

**PUPPY SWEEPSTAKES**

**6-9 month dogs**
1st: Very well put together puppy with a pretty head piece. Moved well. Went on to BOS in Sweeps
2nd: Nicely balanced puppy with a pleasing expression

**9-12 month dogs**
1st: Lovely o/w boy with nice little ears and excellent breed type. Covered ground well.
2nd: Very balanced and sound moving. Beautiful short tail and a strong top line.

**12-15 month dogs**
1st: Nice head and tail. Good bone. In great condition.
2nd: Nice type. A little straight in the shoulders but used himself well on the move.

**15-18 month dogs**
1st: Very pretty lemon girl with nice breed type. Lovely soft expression.

**7-10 bitches**
The depth of this class blew me away. Definitely the most difficult class to judge!
1st: Typey b/w girl with beautiful expression. In excellent condition for her age. Floated around the ring effortlessly. Went on to Best Veteran.
2nd: Beautiful solid black girl with great head piece and nice tapered tail. Very sound on the move

**10 years and over bitches**
1st: Very pretty lemon girl with nice breed type. Lovely soft expression.

**VETERAN SWEEPSTAKES**

**7-10 dogs**
1st: Very typey o/w boy in excellent condition. Beautiful on the go around. Went on to BOS Veteran
2nd: Lovely dog with great bone and substance. Clean lines and good balance.

**10 years and over dogs**
1st: Pleasing head and beautiful expression. Enjoyed his time in the ring. Great lashing tail on the move.

**BEST IN SWEEPSTAKES**
Bookstor Fabello Larksong

**BEST IN VETERAN SWEEPSTAKES**
CH Solivia’s Skylark

**BEST OF OPPOSITE SEX SWEEPSTAKES**
Monarch’s Lyin’ Eyes at Barkshire

**BEST OF OPPOSITE SEX VETERAN SWEEPSTAKES**
GCH Blackthorne’s School’s Out at Scimitar JH
**American Pointer Club 2022 National Specialty Sweepstakes Catalog**

**Sweepstakes Sweepstakes:**

**BOULDER FRONT SOLIVIA CITY OF LIGHTS, 07/24/2021.**
OWNER: Holly Schneider & Dr. P. Haines. By CH Solivia's Whatever Turns You On-Ch Penpoint-Saksa Son of a Witch. By De'Heart.

**SR752026/01. 10/06/2012.**
OWNER: Debra Freidus DVM. By GCH Ch Malmason Alydar Little Miss Sunshine.OWNER: Rachel Murphy. By CH Black Alder Archer Mayor-Ch Penpoint-Saksa Son of a Witch.

**SR746752/05. 07/23/2012.**
OWNER: Sarah Terns & Maggie Platt. By Ch Saregresi Just A Gigolo JH-SS POUR SOME SUGAR ON ME JH AX AXJ.

**BEST IN FUTURITY GCH HH Wynat At Flint in Heavy Cover**

**BEST IN MATURITY**

**CH Southern Where Did My Manners Go? JH**

**At the time of publication, no write-ups received.**
Futurity/Maturity Catalog

Futurity
Judge: Megan Lane

PO indiana. Pups Only...
(1) HOLLAND/CH TRISTAN'S PICK UP LIGHTS AT SOLIVIA, 5/24/2021. BY: CH Penpoint San Miguel De Mercedes Harvey & CH HN Wallyboilly Setter Class 3 H. OWNER: Dennis & Kathy Green & Kelly Chinn & Juan Teztruy.
(2) LIONHEART/CH RIVER DIAMOND PARK SASSY, 5/24/2021. BY: CH Penpoint San Miguel de Mercedes Harvey & CH HN Wallyboilly Setter Class 2 H. OWNER: Dennis & Kathy Green & Kelly Chinn & Juan Teztruy.
(3) CUMBRIAN HIGHLANDER/CH CUMBRIAN HIGHLANDER, 5/27/2021. BY: CH Penpoint San Miguel de Mercedes Harvey & CH HN Wallyboilly Setter Class 1 H. OWNER: Dennis & Kathy Green & Kelly Chinn & Juan Teztruy.

Cumbrian Skylark.
OWNER: Nancy Tuthill.
SS277205/03. 06/13/2021. BREEDER: De'Heart.
OWNER: Seth Beckman & Dr. P. Haines & K. & D. Brown.

Nikola Tesla De Borquiz House-Ch My Kyna Oncore Journey of
BREEDER: Peggy Lee Davis & L. Davis & Dr. Patricia Haines. By GCH Solivia's TKI.
of Solivia Becker Arizmendi-GCH CH Penpoint Tallahassee CAA DCAT CGC
CH PENPOINT DASHING THROUGH THE SNOW.
POINTERS, Intermediate Dog .
OWNER: Sarah Terns & Maggie Platt & T Fink & G Leblanc
Penzance Racecity Cowboy Take Me Away-Racecity Penzance The Price Is

Sarah Terns & Maggie Platt & Aaron Sherritt
Kinnike LeRoy-Kinnike Ritah JH.
OWNER: Kinnike Kennels Reg.
SS270667/01. 06/01/2021. BREEDER: Owner. By JJJ
POINTERS, Junior Dogs .
Galileo-Cumbrian Skylark.
OWNER: Meghan Vos Henri & Nancy Tuthill
BREEDER: Henri & Nancy Tuthill Amy Crate Meghan Vos. By CH Cumbrian SS277205/01. 06/13/2021.
CUMBRIAN HIGHLANDER.
Brown & Kelley Cheek & Ann C Tormey
OWNER: Dennis & Katey
Borquiz House-GchB Ch Hollyfrost Santa Clara JH.
HOLLYFROST FRIDAY NIGHT LIGHTS AT SOLIVIA.
POINTERS, Puppy Dogs .
08/12/2020. BREEDER: Lydia Frey. Tina McDonnell. By GCHS Southern CH SOUTHERN WHERE DID MY MANNERS GO? JH.
De Oeste
CH SAKSA-PENPOINT NATIONAL ANTHEM DCat.
Smith & Daniel Smith
World-Gch Ch Marjetta Catch Me If You Can At Majesty CGC.
SS154904/01. 11/06/2019.
MAJESTY SOME KIND OF WONDERFUL.
POINTERS, Maturity Bitches .
OWNER: Rebecca Blackburn & Lee Ann Stagg.
SIAE.
OWNER: Beth Kirven & O'Malley McGee
Dancindoll JHA TT-Ch Malmasoh-Southern As You Wish JH SWE
MALMASON CATCH AND RELEASE JH.

CH RONALD'S ICICLES/BEHAVIORAL THERAPY, 11/10/2021. BY: CH Penpoint San Miguel de Mercedes Harvey & CH HN Wallyboilly Setter Class 1 H. OWNER: Dennis & Kathy Green & Kelly Chinn & Juan Teztruy.

(2) CUMBRIAN HIGHLANDER/CH CUMBRIAN HIGHLANDER, 5/27/2021. BY: CH Penpoint San Miguel de Mercedes Harvey & CH HN Wallyboilly Setter Class 1 H. OWNER: Dennis & Kathy Green & Kelly Chinn & Juan Teztruy.
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American Pointer Club 2022 National Specialty

Thank You
to everyone who bought tickets!
2. #125: A complete package. Not fully into himself yet; I might fault this pup for his width of head but he makes up for it with his appearance of power for his age; muscular; strong and solid—created his excellent movement enabling him to be awarded winners dog over older competition.

2. #29: A little weaker head but better built than #3; correct length of back and loin; tapered front; faulted his front when moving.

3. #81: Good general appearance; pleasant head; balanced front and rear; narrow though and inefficient front movement.

9-12 Puppy Dogs

1. #33: Best overall picture; correct head and tail; would shorten back and loin; well-balanced and moved well on the side and down and back.

2. #19: Sound down and back; good proportions; head incorrect—had and impression of width and not good length; eyes not rounded; poor expression; excellent tail.

3. #23: Temperament issues held him back today; did not extend when moving; correct and pleasing head; croup fell off too much.

12-15 Month Dogs

1. #89: Classic silhouette with apparent tuck up; proper head and beautiful shape of body; good tail; faulty front movement—lifting instead of reaching; won the class on type.

2. #111: Long; heavy bone plain head; long tail; good side go as a result of his construction.

6-9 Puppy Bitches

1. #60: Adequate outline; best headpiece with lovely ear; good front as described in the standard; excellent free-flowing reach and drive; beautiful long neck springing cleanly from the shoulders.

2. #106: Very nice head with good expression and correct proportions; a little longer in loin; best side go, powerful, but not as smooth as #1.

3. #104: Competitive in many respects; balanced outline; ideal her standing; good head but not as strong as her sister’s; no fore-chest, so lack of reach in front.

2. #66: A fine package; would like a shorter loin and back; sound coming and going; good go-round; adequate reach and drive and balanced; lovely neck into shoulders.

6-9 Month Puppy Bitches

1. #17: Liver and white dog; back and loin somewhat long; carried himself well—good going around and down and back; smooth, powerful gait; strong hunting dog.

2. #55: Temperament not solid until end of class; correct shape; good movement in all directions; His uneven behavior and timidity took him out of contention for #1.

3. #73: All dog; excellent type; very poor front—lifting and moving wide.

4. #79: Pleasant; not all together in his movement; small; size not overcome by his other qualities; more than moderate length of loin and back.

2. #127: Very nice dog—difficult to fault; good head proportions and proper ears and eyes; sloping shoulder; balanced front and back; smooth gait; took him to Reserve Winner’s Dog! Litter mate to Winner’s Dog.

American Bred Dogs

1. #109: Good-headed; long back and loin; appropriate temperament; carried himself with powerful drive; held head high; balanced and smooth movement.

3. #57: Proper head; good proportions; correct tail; gait was off—poor impression of balance and build; straighter in front.

American Pointer Club 2022 National Specialty
Breed Judging
Judge Steven Herman

Amateur - Owner Handler Dogs

1. #115: Best all-around; somewhat narrow in body; proper, smooth movement; tail could be shorter; plain but proper headpiece; decent fill between front legs.

2. #71: Less pleasing movement; tail set low; croup fell off incorrectly; nice head construction.

3. #103: Good down and back; good profile—balanced with a short back; weaker head construction; narrow in body.

Bred-By-Exhibitor Dogs

1. #17: Liver and white dog: back and loin somewhat long; carried himself well—good going around and down and back; smooth, powerful gait; strong hunting dog.

2. #55: Temperament not solid until end of class; correct shape; good movement in all directions; His uneven behavior and timidity took him out of contention for #1.

3. #73: All dog; excellent type; very poor front—lifting and moving wide.

Open Dogs

1. #49: Most complete balance and symmetry; would like shorter loin; could refine head and tail; sound mover around and down and back.

2. #93: Nice shape with moderate loin; foreign looking head lacking appropriate expression; for power, could be more substantial; adequate tail.

3. #21: Bunched-up standing and on the move; roached topline; poor tail; cow-hocked going away; more Pointer type than #4.

4. #69: A plain dog; Also plain, but proper-headed; lacks fore-chest and depth of chest; good temperament.

Bred-By-Exhibitor Bitches

(My expectations were not met in this class. None totally sound in movement)

1. #102: Correct profile; proper length of loin and back; correct head and adequate tail; reasonable movement, but not totally sound on the side go.

2. #116: Solid liver of good profile; perfect tail and correct head; most like movement of #1; croup drops off more than moderately.

3. #26: Sounder-moving bitch; back and loin long.

4. #24: Sounder-moving dog also, but back and loin of improper length; overdone-head, bone and body length; the head was more than medium width; cheeks not clearly chiseled; flew more for a dog; bone somewhat rounded.

Open Bitches

(A very close competition between #1 and #2. Resulting ultimately in Winner’s Bitch and Reserve)

1. #60: Adequate outline; best headpiece with lovely ear; good front as described in the standard; excellent free-flowing reach and drive; beautiful long neck springing cleanly from the shoulders.

2. #100: Great outline; just right back and loin length; lovely breed type; good front also; fore-chest bold but not unduly so; proper tail; croup dropped moderately but tail set high; good lashing movement; back strong and solid.

3. #76: Pleasant bitch; longer loin and back; only adequate tail; plain but proper bitch.

Amateur Owner-Handler Bitch

1. #96: Proper proportions so nice silhouette; some roaching topline though; croup falls more than slightly so tail set low; moves narrowly, especially in the rear; correct head and tail.

June 2022
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4. #46: Large-boned female; longer in back and loin; big in head; many of the same characteristics had by her litter sister in the Bred-by-Exhibitor class.

Veteran Dogs 9-11 Years:
1. #9: Good type but very long in loin and back; good side go; better tail.
2. #5: Steep angles but balanced; hackney gait.

Veteran Bitches 7-9 Years
1. #82: Excellent movement; good reach and drive but lift her front slightly; correct outline and back length; adequate tail and head.
2. #36: Best outline; did not move as well; lovely head; substantial bitch which affected her movement – not totally smooth.
3. #134: Somewhat narrow on down and back; adequate profile – proper length of loin; correct head; only so-so tail.
4. #94: Substantial bitch; somewhat “doggy”; longer ear; good shape and balance which produced powerful movement.

Veteran Bitches 9-11 Years
1. #72: Lovely bitch – very few faults; would shorten tail and make her fancier by chiseling her head; sound and smooth movement.
2. #74: Proper head and body shape; movement from all perspectives off; out of rhythm pace making a poor impression.

Field Trial Bitches
1. #6: Best balance and movement although not totally smooth; proper head; good length of back; good proportions; not easy go round.
2. #64: Struggled around; proper head and outline adequate tail; lacked power and propulsion; stifle somewhat straight.
3. #20: Long in back and loin which resulted in smooth side go.

Hunting Dogs
1. #85: Head adequate in appearance and for function; good neck and shoulders; chest deep; ribs well sprung; tuck up just apparent.
2. #67: More compact; acceptable headpiece; good chest and breastbone; balanced.

Field Trial Dog
1. #35: A dog for the field; athletic; compact and agile; good condition; full of desire to go; overall symmetrical; smooth moving and balanced.

Hunting Bitch
1. #146: Good expression; temperament not the best; somewhat timid; good neck and shoulders but loin is long; tail between legs; did not use her hindquarter strength.

Best of Breed #108:
This black and white bitch looks and acts like an upland hunter. She was compact, agile and graceful. Beautiful expression; outstanding head proportions giving that impression of length called for in the standard but not always present in many specimens. Good shoulders, deep chest and proper breastbone. Back strong and the loin was just right in length giving her a proper Pointer outline. Lovely gait with head up and tail lashing. You could envision her working a field. This bitch lifted my emotions and stood out even from a lovely set of bitch specials. At the end there was no doubt she would be the winner. Shown to perfection by her handler who did not miss a detail that made her stand out in all the above aspects.

Best of Opposite Sex # 63:
A young dog and full of potential. On the day he showed both his compact strength and agility. Correct expression. He is developing a body that will allow him to be an even better and proper mover – desire to go and be the hunter he is. Lovely headed. Proper slope to the shoulders. Chest already deep and good fill out in front of his legs. Correct outline when standing and moving. Good width of thigh. He had the angles for power on the move and balance.

Awards of Merit
A tribute to all the fine specials bitches presented to me. They were all girls.

#88: Smooth and balanced standing and gaiting; deep chest and good fill; solid back of moderate length and loin.
#56: A beautiful bitch that should never be penalized because of size; a perfect package of structure and movement.
#16: Strong back; feminine; good overall symmetry.
#124: Good head; balanced; muscular hindquarters.
#52: Honorable Mention: The Award of Merit I was required to withdraw.)

Smooth moving. He have the impression of strength and stamina. He was best male for all of this and his overall symmetry. I would be proud to own this dog.

Select Dog #7:
Best of Opposite Sex’s more mature competition. He had most of the same qualities with greater size. He was smooth moving and balanced. He gaited with power. Even-tempered. He helped his young owner win Best Junior Handler. The difference was his slightly longer loin.

Select Bitch # 78:
Hardly a fault to be seen. This bitch topped the balance of the fine female specials I had in my ring this day. She sported a correct headpiece. Lovely dark eyes of proper shape and size. She was compact and had a correct loin of moderate length. Nice tapered tail. Moving with no wasted motion. I would say only that she had a little less panache than the Best of Breed bitch.
BEST OF BREED
CH Aspyre Cat Got Your Tongue

BEST OF WINNERS
WINNERS DOG
BEST BUPPY
Monarch's New Kid in Town at Barkshire

BEST OF OPPOSITE SEX
BEST OWNER-HANDLED
CH Monarch's Fly Away

SELECT DOG
GCHS Solivia's Defining Moment at Playlist

SELECT BITCH
CH Prosperity's The Skye Awaits

AWARD OF MERIT
CH Fieldstone Hampton Sweet Nothing

AWARD OF MERIT
CH Majesty Some Kind of Wonderful 16

AWARD OF MERIT
CH Southern Springpoint Whatusee is Whatuget
RESERVE WINNERS DOG
Monarch's Lyin' Eyes at Barkshire

WINNERS BITCH
Stocksfell Stella

BEST VETERAN
GCH Cumbrian Rio Hondo

BEST VETERAN BITCH
CH Solivia's Skylark

RESERVE WINNERS BITCH
Moorland's Slice of Paradise JH

BEST VETERAN DOG
GCHB Oncore Red Cup
Solo with Solivia

BEST IN FIELD
DC JJJ Kinnike Gibbs JH

AWARD OF MERIT
GCHB Oncore Red Cup
Solo with Solivia

BEST BRED BY EXHIBITOR
Ross7 Studebaker Sweet & Low
BEST STUD DOG
CH Solivia’s Country Roads

BEST BROOD BITCH
GCH Malmason Alydar
Little Miss Sunshine JH

DESCRIPTION:

GENERATION
CH Solivia’s Country Roads

4-6 MONTH BEST OF BREED
Southern Oh Me Oh My
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BEST STUD DOG

CH Solivia’s Country Roads

BEST BROOD BITCH

GCH Malmason Alydar

Little Miss Sunshine JH

DESCRIPTION:

GENERATION

CH Solivia’s Country Roads

4-6 MONTH BEST OF BREED

Southern Oh Me Oh My
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OWNER: Debra Freidus DVM

SR861910/02. 02/02/2015. BREEDER: Debra & Meredith McGee & T McDonnell & Sarah Terns & Maggie Platt

OWNER: Kelley Cheek

Rogers & Richard Rogers & Margaret R Platt. By Ch Kinnike Hannibal JH-Ch Penzance Sound Garden At 1 BVT 72 Ch SOLIVIA'S SKYLARK.

OWNER: Kim Borquiz House-CH Solivia's Blissful.

62 CH SOLIVIA 'N ONCORE'S TUSCANY DE BORQUIZ HOUSE.


31 CH PENPOINT DASHING THROUGH THE SNOW. Tuthill. By Ch Cumbrian Rockport-Cumbrian Lady's Secret.

OWNER: Anthony & Darcie Cantor & Alexa Walker

3 6 GCH DANCINDOLL'S WICKED BLACK WITCH JH.


OWNER: Nancy Mori-Dolson & Chuck Dolson

146 CH WINTERFELL LEAVE THE GUN TAKE THE CANNOLI JH.


SS165569/03. 01/03/2020. Dog.


OWNER: Leslie Puppo & Richard E Rogers III

1 41 CH BOOKSTOR PRINCE OF CONDE JH.

OWNER: Yvette Thomas & Peter Benson & Karen/Howard Spey

A 71  SOLIVIA'S FAN THE FLAME.

SS129631/01. 06/01/2019. Dog. BREEDER: Chris Shorter. By Blackthorne Axel-CH Wynot Let Glory Shine JH.

OWNER: Olivia DePaulo Frank DePaulo Linda Cayton & between 95-110cm Smaller than Average.

SS059073/01. 09/15/2017. Bitch. BREEDER: Mr Frank Depaulo & Linda Caxton. By Ch Albelarm's Bee Serious-GchG Ch Hipoint Scissors-Ch Perdizes De Brasilia Berna Of Fabello JH.

OWNER: Lynn Morgan

Elizabeth Larue & Kevin Larue. By Solivia's Country Roads-Hbhp Chickery Chick.

BRUSHEL TROJAN PRINCE JH.

A 38 CH JJJ KINNIKE BERKELEY SQUARE JH.

OWNER: Carl Kinnike & Jack Kinnike & A Lumsden. By Aspyre On The Tip Of Your Tongue-Aspyre Wouldn't It Be Loverly.

BOB 108 CH ASPYRE CAT GOT YOUR TONGUE.

SS123529/01. 05/09/2019. Dog. BREEDER: Chris Stagg and Sierra Ward. By GCHP PenPoint in Dress Blues-CH Solivia's An Affair of the Heart.

OWNER: Rebecca Blackburn & Lee Ann Stagg, Stephanie Tuthill & Charles S. Tuthill


OWNER: Cheryl Wilson & Brian Wilson

SS347568/01. 03/23/2014. Bitch. BREEDER: Rebecca L. Heidrich & R. Murphy. By GCH Monarch's Flynn Has A Heart of Monarch's One Way or Another JH.

OWNER: Suzie Bambule

4- 6 Month Beginner Puppy

SS307382/01. 11/11/2021.

OWNER: suzzie bambule


OWNER: Leslie Puppo & Richard E Rogers III

3G CH JESSAMINE BLACKTHORNE'S CAUGHT IN A DREAM AT SCIMITAR JH.


OWNER: Yvette Thomas & Peter Benson & Karen/Howard Spey

A 41 CH BOOKSTOR PRINCE OF CONDE JH.

OWNER: Yvette Thomas & Peter Benson & Karen/Howard Spey

A 71  SOLIVIA'S FAN THE FLAME.

SS129631/01. 06/01/2019. Dog. BREEDER: Chris Shorter. By Blackthorne Axel-CH Wynot Let Glory Shine JH.

OWNER: Olivia DePaulo Frank DePaulo Linda Cayton & between 95-110cm Smaller than Average.

SS059073/01. 09/15/2017. Bitch. BREEDER: Mr Frank Depaulo & Linda Caxton. By Ch Albelarm's Bee Serious-GchG Ch Hipoint Scissors-Ch Perdizes De Brasilia Berna Of Fabello JH.

OWNER: Lynn Morgan

Elizabeth Larue & Kevin Larue. By Solivia's Country Roads-Hbhp Chickery Chick.

BRUSHEL TROJAN PRINCE JH.

A 38 CH JJJ KINNIKE BERKELEY SQUARE JH.

OWNER: Carl Kinnike & Jack Kinnike & A Lumsden. By Aspyre On The Tip Of Your Tongue-Aspyre Wouldn't It Be Loverly.

BOB 108 CH ASPYRE CAT GOT YOUR TONGUE.
American Pointer Club 2022 National Specialty

Junior Showmanship
Judge Steven Herman

RESERVE BEST JUNIOR
Lila Holberg

BEST JUNIOR
Parker Lourier

American Pointer Club 2022 National Specialty

Obedience & Rally

Obedience - April 14, 2022
JUDGE: Mrs. Nancy Grim

Novice A.

Novice B.

OBEDIENCE – APRIL 14, 2022
JUDGE: Mrs. Nancy Grim

Novice A.

Novice B.

High in Trial Obedience
Solviva’s Fan the Flame

High in Trial Rally
Solviva’s Fan the Flame

American Pointer Club 2022 National Specialty
American Pointer Club 2022 National Specialty
Field Trial
By Tracy Black (APC NFTSC Member) 2022 APC Field Event Chairman

This year’s field trial and hunt test, in association with the 2022 APC National Specialty, were held at the AG Preserve in Glenwood, Georgia. AG Preserve is a privately owned gun club that has hundreds of acres of Piney Woods.

Our judges were Bill Brent and Earl Fowls. Special thanks to our judges as they spent many hours in the saddle watching our dogs perform in the field. A special thanks to their wives for assisting us in the planning process as both couples had been to the grounds before.

Mid-April is post hunting season in this part of the US, hence, the conditions were very challenging for both dog and handler alike. This was mostly due to the time of year with green, pollinating, thick cover. Lack of wind affected the early braces, especially for the field trial. High heat dominated the later braces for both events.

It takes many hands to make these types of events happen, especially when most live out of state! Thanks a million, to our committee members for stepping in when needed: John & Peggy Albee, Debby Freidus (Secretary), Ash Oldfield, Mick Osman, Kathy Shorter, and Kimberly Yocklin. We owe a big debt of gratitude to our volunteers who helped make these 2 days successful. The following are not listed in a particular order; lunch was prepared by Karen Spey and Tracy Black; dinner grill masters were Howard and Karen Spey; Tracy Black donated the catalogs; Ash Oldfield for securing the grounds and arranging for birds, Payton Cundy and Mick Osman for gunning, and grounds keeper Rueben for planting birds and driving the gallery wagon.

After the field trial, we hosted a judge’s dinner along with the announcement of placements, followed with a silent auction and traditional auction which was auctioneered by Ed Shupp. Trophies given to placing dogs were Spode biscuit containers with winning awards receiving an added set of wine glasses. Trophy and auction donations were received from many APC members. Thank you to the following: Claire Abraham, Peggy & John Albee, John & Erica Bandes, Tracy Black, Ted Blasche, Tom Crane, Yvette Thomas, Peter Benson, Mick Osman, Janet Hawkins, Debra Freidus, Tracy Black, Gay Dunlap, Debra Freidus, Marjorie Martorella, Laurie McCarty, Mick Osman, Chuck & Susan Savage, Angela Schillereff, Karen & Howard Spey, KC Shore & Jeremy Zellers.

Overall, it was a fun time catching up with old friends and watching the dogs in the field!

-American Pointer Club 2022 National Specialty
Judges Bill Brent and Earl Fowls

OPEN WALKING GUN DOG – All placements withheld
OPEN PUPPY – No entries

OPEN WALKING DERBY
1. Solivia’s Fan the Flame Owners: Mary Burke Morrow, Dennis & Katey Brown
2. Ch Wynot Start the Music Owner: Katherine Shorter
3. Withheld
4. Withheld

AMATEUR WALKING GUN DOG
1. Blackthor ne Axel Owners: Katherine Shorter, Debby Freidus
2. Wynot Gimme the Beat JH Owners: Maria Fish & Katherine Shorter
3. Ch Tahari N Clearcreek Maizeeen at Broadway Owners: John & Peggy Albee, F DePaulo, L Cayton
4. Withheld

AMATEUR WALKING HUNTING DOG
1. GCH Brackenmorr Royal Finast JH Owner: Julie Pullan
2. Solivia’s Fan the Flame Owners: Mary Burke Morrow, Dennis & Katey Brown
3. Ch Brackenmorr Something Royal JHA Owner: Julie Pullan
4. CH VIP’S Ready Ever Aft of Dancindoll RI CGC TT TKN RATN Owners: KC Shore, Jeremy Zellers
HUNT TEST RESULTS

MASTER – No Qualifiers

SENIOR
1. CH Bookstor Edith Pilaf Owners: Howard & Karen Spey, Ashleigh Oldfield

JUNIOR
1. GCH Brokenmoor Royal Finast JH Owner: Julie Pullan
2. Marjetta Tucker Owner: Marjetta
3. Bookstor Fabello Pearl Owners: Howard & Karen Spey, Ashleigh Oldfield
5. CH Bookstor Fabello the Boy from Oz
American Pointer Club 2022 National Specialty
Multi Venue Pointer Recipients

SILVER LEVEL
SOLIVIA’S FAN THE FLAME (SHANE)
Owned by Burke Morrow
Dennis Brown & Katey Brown
Field – Open Walking Derby – 1st
Open Walking Hunting Dog – 2nd
Obedience – High in Trial
Rally – High in Trial

CH TAHARI’S FULL METAL JACKET RN JH NA NAJ OF AXP AJP CA BCAT ACT1 DN CGCA CGCU TKA ATT VA (GUNNER)
Owned by Theresa M. Lyons
Veteran Dog – 2nd
Obedience – Beginner Novice A – 1st

BRONZE LEVEL

NATIONAL SPECIALTY PARADE OF TITLEHOLDERS:

AMERICAN POINTER CLUB NATIONAL SPECIALTY
BEST OF BREED WINNERS

2022 Ch Aspyre Cat God Your Tongue
2021 GCH Soliva’s Decisions, Decisions
2020 Pandemic – No Specialty
2019 Ch Avalon’s Regain of Soliva
2018 GCH’s Ch Zenus Red of Roses
2017 Ch Chestertop Never Ask Why For Daykynne
2016 Ch Zenus Lily of Roses
2015 Ch Yakutiyas’s rendezvous Games
2014 GCH Ch Boostrite Willy Wonka
2013 Ch Soliva’s Desiderata
2012 GCH Ch Seaside Foggin’s Heart of Gold
2011 GCH Ch Tahari’s To Wild To Be Serious
2010 Ch Tahari’s To Wild To Be Serious
2009 Ch Cookeland Seaside Holyberry
2008 Ch Cookeland Seaside Holyberry
2007 Ch Cookeland Seaside Holyberry
2006 Ch Everly’s New Gold
2005 Ch Kinnike Stewart JH
2004 Ch Oncore C’Wood Sportin Good
2003 Ch Kinnike Stewart JH
2002 Ch Bee Serious Lord Jim
2001 Ch Oncore C’Wood Sportin Good
2000 Ch Oncore C’Wood Sportin Good
1999 Ch Tahari’s Serious Beesness JH
1998 Ch Coralwoodoof Troom Leads The League
1997 Ch Albelemon’s Be Serious
1996 Ch Hampton’s Wicked Game
1995 Bookstor Robert Frost
1994 Sydmar Shutout
1993 Ch Marjette Reata of Kiniyre
1992 Ch Luthraee Abielram Bee’s Knees
1991 Ch Luthraee Abielram Bee’s Knees
1990 Ch Jason of Kinnike
1989 Ch. Luthraee Abielram Bee’s Knees
1988 Ch Kinnike A Seagate
1987 Ch Jason of Kinnike
1986 Ch Jason of Kinnike
1985 Ch Southland Top Secret
1984 Ch Jason of Kinnike
1983 Ch Woolmers Apricot Lil of Pipewy
1982 Ch Humble Acne Head Hunter
1981 Humble Acne Hearts on Fire
1980 Ch Rosenarra Amantilado of Crookste
1979 Ch cumbrian Sea Breeze
1978 Ch Jumble AcneSandstorm
1977 Ch Truthworthy Apercombe
1976 Ch Walschloss Thunderboid
1975 Ch Guyhall’s Guy of Wensleystead
1974 Ch Crookstone Greg
1973 Ch Benchfield’s Royal Bingo
1972 Walschloss White Lightning
1971 Ch Shandown’s Celebration
1970 Ch Silver Ridge Crackerjack
1969 Ch Buky’s Duke of Redminster
1968 Ch Buky’s Duke of Redminster
1967 Ch Silver Ridge Crackerjack
1966 Ch Counterpoint’s Lord Ashley
1965 Ch Counterpoint’s Lord Ashley
1964 Ch Marylay’s Majesty
1963 Ch Marylay’s Majesty
1962 Ch Bryant’s Bushkey Chien D’Or
1961 Ch Remerton’s Vanguard
1960 All Mac’s Kave
1959 Ch Woodcock Saddler
1958 Ch Woodcock Saddler
1957 Ch Vimir’s Lucky
1956 CH Vimir’s Lucky
1955 Ch Vimir’s Lucky
1954 Vimir’s Lucky
1953 Ch Trueluck’s Challenge
1952 Ch Trueluck’s Challenge
1951 Ch Mihaski’s Mr. Chips
1950 inactive – no specialty
1949 inactive – no specialty
1948 inactive – no specialty
1947 inactive – no specialty
1946 Ch Beacon’s Game Lad
1945 Herewitham General Mac
1944 Ch Tempo
1943 War – no specialty
1942 War – no specialty
1941 Ch Captain Robo
1940 Herewitham Yankee Doodle
1939 Ch Pennine Paramount of Prune’s Own 1st specialty
1938 APC Became member of AKC on June 14
FIRST APC NATIONAL SPECIALTY WINNER
(1939)
Ch. Pennine Paramount of Prune’s Own
Owned by Mr. & Mrs. Bidle Duke’s
Bred by Arthur Eggleston (UK)

Kennel with the most National Specialty Wins
KINNIKE – 7

Ch. Kinnike Stewart JH – 2003 - 2005

Ch. Kinnike A Seagate – 1988

2 DOGS TIED FOR THE MOST NATIONAL SPECIALTY WINS

Ch. Vilmar’s Lucky
1954 - 1955 - 1956 -1957

Ch. Jason of Kinnike

APC FUTURITY WINNERS AND OWNERS

1985 Ivy Hills Eveready Eyon (D) – Kim & Nancy Haupt
1986 CH Marjeta Texas Gold Of Ravica (D) – Marjorie Martorella
1987 CH Annsdreme Jessica Lynn (B) – Carol & Jackie Jenkins & Debra Bahn & Ann Schwartz
1988 Marjetta National Velvet (B) – Jim Robinson & Marjorie Martorella
1989 Seagate’s Stolen Moment (B) – Susan R. Savage
1990 Bookstore’s Agatha Christie (B) – Karen & Howard Spey
1991 Marjetta Picadilly Princess (B) – Marjetta Knl
1992 Beagood Sooner Or Later (D) – Lucy Goodman
1993 CH Coralwoods Say Hey Willie (D) – Sally Barton
1994 Coralwood Troon Leads The League (D) – Kathleen R. Parks & H. D. Parks
1995 Coralwoods Shoeless Joe (D) – Sally Barton
1996 CH Aurahill Photocopy Equinoxx (D) – Cynthia T. Lane & Dan Lawler & Elsa Lawler
1997 Coralwoods The Fat Lady Sings (B) – Sally Barton
1998 Solivid’s Sheer Cotton (B) – Susan Thompson
1999 Oncore C’Wood’s Real Delight (B) – Phyllis B. Kroll & Michael Scott
2000 Coralwoods Sultan Of Swat (D) – Sally Barton & Dr. Patricia Haines

BEST IN FUTURITY PERPETUAL TROPHY
offered in 2001 by Beagood Kennels in memory of Ch Beagood Sooner Or Later

2001 Alydar’s Surfer Girl (B) – Suzie Fitzgerald
2002 Black Alder Gabardine (B) – Nicholas Urbanek & Phyllis Kroll & Michael Scott
2003 Coralwood Oncore Pennant Fever (B) – Lisa & Art Harvey
2004 Alydar’s Triple Threat Of Waterberry (D) – Rachael Murphy
2005 Golden’s Moonlight Mystery (D) – Trudy A. Golden & Joe Heggermann
2006 Alydar Everlasting Love (D) – Jaki Broadwell & Rachael Murphy & Charles Goldstine
2007 CH Coralwood Oncore Heart Of The Game (B) – Katherine B. Shorter & Sally Barton
& Dr. Patricia Haines
2008 CH Willowbay Alydar Kentucky Rain (B) – Megan Lane & Jane Johnston & John Kearney
& Amy Walker & Rachael Murphy
2009 CH Penzance Jackpot (B) – Rachel Ertle & Maggie Platt
2010 CH Terrapointe I Got It Made (B) – Kate Hornick & Kasee Podojil
2011 Springpoint The Lost Princess (B) – Theresa Ellis & Courtney Dieckman
2012 Bookstor Willy Wonka (D) – Karen Spey & Howard Spey & Diana Chan
2013 Edgehill’s Hot Teddy (B) – Lillian Wittenberg & Tom Wittenberg & Megan M Lane
2014 Edgehill’s Twist Of The Town (B) – Jane Johnston & Megan Lane & John Kearney
2015 Oncore Mykyna Tailgate Party (B) – Dr Patricia H Haines & Thadeeus Haines & Peggy Davis
2016 Blackthorne Six Pack Scuito (B) – Debra Freidus DVM
2017 Southern-Malmason It Is What It Is (D) – Robert O’Sullivan & Tina McDonnell
2018 Southern Malmason Pheasantly Surprised (D) – Chaz McDonnell & Tina McDonnell
2019 Blackthorne Mistress of the Dark = Debra Freidus DVM
2020 No Specialty due to Pandemic
2021 CH Malmason Olive Walks on the Beach – Beth Kirven, O’Malley & Meredith McGee
2022 GCH CH HH Wynot at Flint in Heavy Cover – Karen Gaupp & Kathy Shorter
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Marjorie Martorella
31 Roberts Rd
Millstone Township NJ 08535
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marjetta@optonline.net
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Karen Spey
PO Box 149
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Susan London
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Lisa Lipton
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Treasurerweb@americanpointerclub.org
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Danny D. Seymour
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Claire Abraham
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Lovettsville VA 20180
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Jane Johnston
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Maggie Platt
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BOARD OF DIRECTORS

Louis Krokover
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Ashleigh Kate Oldfield
3919 GA Highway
Cobbtown GA 30420
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fabello_kennels@hotmail.com

Susan Savage
8 Parkman Pl.
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susietemple@yahoo.com

Diane Townsend
6610 Forest Creek Ct.
Ft. Wayne IN 46835
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Breeder Referral Contact
Susan London
(Contact same as Corresponding Secretary)

Legislative Liaison
Marjorie Martorella
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Public Education Coordinator
Ashleigh Kate Oldfield
3919 GA Highway
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Danny Seymour
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